CASE STUDY:
HELMDON FLOOD
ALLEVIATION SCHEME

Northamptonshire Flood Toolkit

Helmdon has a history of flooding and after a Formal Section
19 Flood Investigation in 2012 Northamptonshire County
Council stepped in as Lead Local Flood Authority to manage
a programme of works to mitigate the flood risk in the area.

Summary

Helmdon has a long history of flooding as a result of runoff from the
surrounding fields being channelled into the centre of the village, from Grange
Lane to Station Road, where drainage capacity is inadequate to discharge this
runoff into Helmdon Brook.
Given the relatively small number of properties affected by flooding, which
limits the amount of grant funding available, it was necessary to find a simple
yet effective way of alleviating the flooding, which could be accepted by the
community.
The flood alleviation scheme consists of a raised section of highway on Grange
Lane, which stops runoff from the fields from flowing along the highway into the
village. All ditches in the vicinity were cleared/regraded to provide an alternative
flow path for runoff to discharge into Helmdon Brook.

Figure 1 : Historic Flooding
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Flood History

The Flood Investigation Report undertaken for Helmdon investigated the
flooding that occurred at Station Road on 21st November 2012. The water
level in the centre of the village was well above property thresholds and at
least three properties were flooded internally. There have been many recorded
incidents of flooding within Helmdon, including April 1998, July 2007,
November 2012 and March 2016.
The flooding that occurs in Helmdon generally results from intense rainfall on
a saturated area over a short period of time. Existing land drainage systems
in a poor state of maintenance are unable to cope with the large volume of
water. Therefore runoff from privately owned land overtops onto the public
highway, needing to be drained by highway drainage and public sewerage
systems, which are not designed for this purpose and are not able to manage
the volume of flood water.
Full details of the investigation can be found in the Flood Investigation Report,
available at https://www.floodtoolkit.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/
Helmdon-FIR.pdf

Figure 2: Syresham Flood Investigation Report
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Project Background

Helmdon was chosen as one of eight communities to participate in the Defrafunded Small Schemes Pathfinder Project, which aimed to investigate ways
to improve the development of Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management
(FCERM) schemes in small rural communities. Northamptonshire County
Council (NCC) worked with technical experts WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff
(WSP|PB) who undertook a technical analysis of why the community floods
and what could be done to reduce the impact of flooding, with the aid of David
Smith Associates who undertook the original Flood Investigation Report.
Information on the Small Schemes Pathfinder project (including technical report
and summary report for Helmdon) can be found on the Flood Toolkit at https://
www.floodtoolkit.com/how-to-guides/run-partnership-scheme/.
Once a preferred solution was identified and agreed with the community,
Northamptonshire Highways undertook the detailed design and oversaw the
construction of the flood alleviation scheme.
One of the key focuses of the project was to engage closely with the community
as well as professional partners, in order to ensure full community support
of the flood alleviation scheme, and to maximise contributions towards the
construction of the works.

The Problem to be Addressed

Helmdon is vulnerable to overland flood flow which channels from Grange Lane
to the west of the village. It has been reported that during flood events large
volumes and a high velocity of surface water can flow south to north along
the base of the west side of the (disused) Great Central Railway embankment.
The flow then overtops the ditches and field boundaries and passes through
the Grange Lane road tunnel onto the public highway, then east onto Station
Road. In addition, surface water flowing along the eastern side of the railway
embankment often overtops the ditches on Grange Lane. The surface water
exceeds the capacity of road gullies and the public sewerage system, resulting
in flooding. Hydraulic modelling of the surface water flows through the village
identified that this route accounts for over a third of all the flood water entering
the village.
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How the Scheme Works

The scheme involved locally raising the profile of the carriageway on Grange
(immediately east of the tunnel underneath the disused railway track) to
encourage overland flow off the highway and into the drainage ditches running
north along the eastern toe of the embankment into Helmdon Brook. The
existing ditches on both sides of the embankment have been upgraded to
improve their capacity and connectivity to Helmdon Brook.
Due to limitations on funding it was not possible to resolve all the individual
flow routes into the community, however runoff down Grange Lane was
identified as the greatest contributor to the risk. Therefore the scheme is
expected to provide properties on Station Road with approximately 10% AEP
(Annual Exceedance Probability) standard of protection.

Figure 3: Source Northamptonshire Highways

Maintenance, Operation and Monitoring

The raised section of highway is the publicly adopted highway and therefore
the responsibility of Northamptonshire Highways to inspect and maintain.
All ditches are the responsibility of the adjacent landowners to maintain. The
Parish Council have agreed to take an active role in monitoring the scheme and
reporting any issues arising.
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Who

What

Northamptonshire Staff costs for detailed deHighways
sign and site inspections
Anglian Water

20% of the total cash cost
of the scheme

Two Main Landowners
Northamptonshire
County Council

Undertake ditch improvement works
Staff costs for community
engagement and project
management

Why

Total £

Reduction in flooding on the
highway improving highway
safety
Reduction of runoff entering
their system, reducing flooding
from their system
Duty to deal with runoff appropriately; had necessary tools
Role in managing flood risk

8,830

7,740

6,720
4,420

Figure 4: Funding

Funding

The total project cost (not including the cost of maintenance) was £38,700.
Given the relatively small number of properties at risk of flooding, the available
grant was limited to £8,800. Therefore contributions (either financial (cash)
contributions, or offers of work i.e. ‘in-kind’ contributions) were required to
fund the project.
Therefore contributions from partners and the community equated to a total of
nearly £30,000 i.e. 75% of the total cost of the project. This was considered to
be one of the greatest successes of the project.

November
2012

Flooding of
Helmdon
identified to NCC.
Flood
Investigation
undertaken

July 2015 july 2016

July 2016 Feburary 2017

Small Schemes
Pathfinder
Project undertaken

Detailed design,
agreement of
contributions,
preperation &
approval of the
Outline Business
Case

March 2017

Construction of
highways works in
a few short days,
landowner ditching
works shortly after

Figure 5: Timeline
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Engagement and Communication

Community consultation and engagement was a key focus throughout the
project. This is because it is recognised that the community are the local
experts in the flooding experienced and how they would like to see it managed.
The first phase of consultation was a public event in which all the affected
community were invited to attend. The aims of this engagement were to
firstly discuss the history of flooding (to ensure the project team had a full
understanding of the problem that needed resolving) and then to discuss
potential solutions, their benefits and drawbacks. This was also an opportunity
for open discussions relating to costs and funding availability, with the need for
the community to contribute wherever possible towards the scheme to improve
its viability. This engagement event was followed by a written consultation
phase for formal responses and for those who could not make the event.
Once the initial analysis of the options was completed, and a preferred
option identified, a summary report was prepared outlining the proposals
and disseminated to the community. A meeting was then held with the Parish
Council to discuss the work, ensuring support of the proposed scheme.
The Parish Council then took on the role of disseminating information to the
community, and in particular leading discussions with the landowners directly
affected by the proposals, to ensure they agreed to undertake the works as a
contribution in-kind to the scheme.

Figure 6: Community Engagement
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Challenges & Lessons Learnt

In Helmdon, there are a number of runoff flow routes that contribute to the
flooding on Station Road. It was essential to engage the Parish Council to
ensure that they understand that while the solution will reduce the risk of
flooding, there will still be a residual risk as a result of the runoff flow routes
that have not been addressed by this project.
Understanding land ownership was difficult in Helmdon, with one of the key
fields adjacent to the works not being registered with Land Registry, and
therefore there was no means of obtaining details of the owner in order to get
agreement to undertake the works. In this instance it was possible to undertake
the works from the railway embankment (for which ownership was known and
the landowner amenable).
Agreeing partnership contributions towards this project was the only way of
making it financially feasible. Having an active and engaged Parish Council
significantly helped, particularly in terms of engaging land owners. In addition,
Anglian Water supported the project through their innovative partnership
funding programme, as it was recognised that the scheme could reduce the
risk of flooding from the public surface water sewer system. Furthermore,
Northamptonshire Highways provided their time (for design and project
management and delivery) to the project. Without all of these contributions it
would not have been possible to deliver the project.
As the detailed design of the scheme was being undertaken by a highways
drainage engineer, a number of iterations was required in order to achieve the
aims of the project i.e. not a highways drainage scheme but a flood alleviation
scheme. This learning will be carried forward for all future projects.

Further Information & Contacts

Environment Agency
Tel: 03708 506 506 Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
Floodline: 0345 988 1188
Northamptonshire County Council - Flood and Water Management Team
Tel: 01604 366014 Email: floodandwater@northamptonshire.gov.uk

For more info conact us :
floodandwater@northamptonshire.gov.uk
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